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...you naturally!

The ten-metre high living willow construction “Weidenpalais”
and the nature trail “Wasserwelten” (water worlds) invite the
visitor to linger. Stroll through the garden of the baroque
castle. The outer ward houses a Hussar museum and a
brewery with more than 320 years of brewing tradition. Art
works line the paths of the English countryside park!

Rheder
refreshes
Brakel !

...dive into it!

An exciting town of culture and history in the centre of the
„Exquisite Nature” in the cultural district of Höxter awaits you.
Visit the picturesque town centre with a lot of architectural
and historic sites. All tourist destinations of the region are
within easy reach. By foot, by bike or e-bike
- in Brakel, you are in the very centre!
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...please join us!
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Bökendorf
...play with us!

Are you interested in theater, plays, comedy and musical?
You’ll be amazed about our wonderfully staged
performances for children and adults within the unique
atmosphere of an open air theatre in the summer season.
Take a stroll on the paths of the poet
Annette von Droste-Hülshoff and the Grimm Brothers.
Explore the local circular hiking paths.
Enjoy pure nature!
www.freilichtbuehne-boekendorf.de
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...your hospitable and recreative village!

Pure nature - bees humming, wild horses galloping
across the meadows. Discover your own creativity in the
handiwork house and on the creative farm.
Relax in family-friendly lodgings or in the caravan park.
Nothing but recreation: on the “experience-the-senses path”,
in the old bakehouse, in the unspoilt nature...!
www.bellersen.de
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...fourteen villages, one town!

By foot, hiking part of the pilgrimage Way of St. James
or walking the circular routes „Brakeler Bergland“,
our beautiful mountainous landscape.
By biking and e-biking
on the bicycle paths R 2, R 51 und R 53.
By bus and rail or by car
on the main roads B64 and B252.
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